


WHAT BRINGS ME HERE 
TODAY?

Satwinder Kaur



MENTAL ILLNESS

Mirror, Mirror on the wall, I do not see me at all

Enter: Darkness, there is fear and dread.

Notice there are heavy dark clouds always on my head.

Trauma, tragedy chased, tired, I ran out of time.

Anger, guilt, shame, I did not commit a crime

Laying my body perfectly still, ready to be confined

Ideas, intelligence, imagination have all died.

Listening to evil echoes whispering, demoralizing lies.

Lyrics lost, heart strings broken, twisted tunes do not stop.

Noise, disrupts, destroys and eventually devours my will.

End: Exhausted, I drown to the bottom of the sea.

Searching , for me, their Sunken treasure they did find.

Survival  is knowing that I have loved ones to call mine



A LEARNING JOURNEY TOGETHER
CO-PRODUCTION AND QUALITY 

IMPROVEMENT

Satwinder Kaur: Lived Experience QI Coach

East London Foundation Trust

Patient Representative Royal College of Psychiatrists QI Committee



IHI QI MODEL FOR IMPROVEMENT

Quality Improvement involves a 

systematic and coordinated approach 

to solving a problem using specific 

methods and tools with the aim of 

bringing about a measurable 

improvement.



NHS C0-PRODUCTION MODEL Values and Behavior (My Thoughts )

Communication is shared Language to understand.

Open and honest, truth is easy to remember.   

People humanity that is what life is about.   

Respect means feeling valued, We all have different skills.   

Ownership Is knowing when to take part. 

Dignity is yours and mine, just remember to be kind.

Unity is coming together, to grow all our minds.     

Compassion: Is smiling and offering your time.   

Trust is feeling safe with others in an unknown space.  

Integrity is knowing that how you treat others is fair   

Offer to help, not everyone knows when it is ok to ask.      

Names spoken correctly, Please correct me if I am wrong.



EVIDENCE: EAST LONDON FOUNDATION TRUST

“We Reviewed 500 Projects on our database

Projects with service user involvement

4X more Likely to succeed”



EMPOWERED

“I have Been Here Before.”     
Keats Ward: Reducing Bed Occupancy: 

“I am  fortunate, I had a family that supported me emotionally, financially and I 

had a safe place to call home”

Reducing Waiting Times from referral to 1st Psychology appointment:

“ I was referred twice by my consultant Psychiatrists. Mapping the process 

Reception Standards at Florence Ball House.

“ I dreaded going for appointments, reception staff and the environment made 

me feel cold and isolated”        



Bridging The Bedford Gap
1st Patient/ carer led QI Project



Reducing Overspending On Oakley Court

“Making Patients and carers part of the team creates a culture of accountability”! 

She Smiled and said, “those  are My Eyes watching You”
(Inpatient artist)

. 



Joy at work

Patients and carers are fully involved

“This QI project, highlights that there are insurmountable 

limitations in capacity, and that with further resources, the 

autism service could function in an even more efficient  way. 

Working as a team, with those working at the Autism service, 

and with Satwinder as coach, has enabled me to discover 

more about how QI functions to improve services too.” Mack 

Mclean carer team member)

“ I'm the operational lead for the Autism 

Service and have been the lead for the 

QI project, coordinating & placing 

particular responsibilities with individual 

colleagues. In order to engage service 

users effectively, meet with Pat & Mack 

on MS Teams separately to the main 

group meetings, as Pat does not cope 

well with being on screen.”

Equity

Compassionate manager

Weekly coffee catch -ups 

and supervisions . 

Staff wellbeing.

BEDFORDSHIRE ADULT AUTISM SERVICE 

I am honoured to listen to people’s life stories… I complete assessments 

and short-term interventions focused on how someone manages to do 

activities important to their responsibilities, wellbeing, personal goals, 

and identity.” (Erica Morrison  Senior Occupational Therapist)



Reducing Violence and Aggression through Service User Engagement on Coral Ward

Multiple methods to Involve patients and Carers:

People Participation: Ex In-patients., Inpatient Community Meetings, QI team Meetings

This project 
demonstrates that QI 
methodology allows 
for Co-production.
PDSA gives the 
opportunity to test  
change ideas. Limiting 
Staff sitting in the 
office.
Greater availability of 
staff on the ward.   





QI TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY

“AS A QI COACH”



HAVE FUN!


